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Supporting Research in Crisis Conditions

Main Objectives:

✓ Knowledge and Innovation Produced by Research activities

✓ Enhance social cohesion against economic crises burdens

✓ Help reverse brain-drain and brain-waste phenomena

✓ Refocus the Productive model of Greece towards a Knowledge-based Economy
Design and Funding of Research and Innovation

GSRT planning procedures:

- Design of Research & Innovation Programs
- Launch of R&I Programs
- Submission of proposals
- Evaluation and selection of project proposals
- Implementation and funding of projects
- Monitoring and on-going evaluation

- Constant consultation with all stakeholders in Research and Innovation ecosystem
- Reliable evaluation system – broad and updated Evaluators Registry
Programs already launched
(over 400 mil. €)

‘Umbrella’ Action
«Research-Create-Innovate»
Budget of 280 mil€ - Special Service RDTI - GSRT

Research Infrastructures of National Scope
1st Call: 73 mil. € (evaluation phase - Ministry of Economy)
2nd Call: 70 mil. € (design phase - GSRT)
Strategic Plans of Research and Technological Organizations
Budget of 31 mil. €
(evaluation phase - Ministry of Economy)

International and European Cooperation
ERA Nets, Bilateral programs with Russia, Germany, Israel - 37 mil € (evaluation phase)
New Programs approved

8 new programs

Budget of ~ 180 mil. €
Special Actions on high priority sectors
total budget of ~24 mil. €

Open Innovation in Culture
13 mil. €

Aquaculture
5,25 mil. €

Industrial materials
6 mil. €

Implementation of flagship projects
- Through collaborations of research institutions and private sector
- Actions to promote / disseminate the results
- Networking at national and international level
- Innovation for Small and Medium Enterprises
New Programs approved (1)

Start – Ups to exploit research results and innovative ideas in RIS3 sectors (35 mil.€)

Clusters to develop innovative products with high added value (high TRL) – 24 mil.€

Financing SME proposals that received Seal of Excellence in Horizon 2020 SME Instrument (50 mil.€)
Seal of Excellence - ERC Grants (10 mil.€)

Competence Centers in RIS3 sectors, networks providing services in market terms (24 mil.€)
H.F.R.I.
Hellenic Foundation for Research and Innovation

EIB + national funds
240 mil. € (2016-2018)

- PhD candidates: 13.5 + 10 = 23.5 mil. €
- Research teams/ Post Docs: 9 + 15 = 24 mil. €
- Research projects
- Research Equipment/ infrastructure
- Science and society
Equifund is an investment platform - provides financing through equities and venture capital funds

Initial capital 260 mil. € - combination of structural - national - European Investment Fund (EIF) funds + leverage

Innovation Window: 80 mil. € (equities, public funding)
Thank you for your attention!

- [www.gsrt.gr](http://www.gsrt.gr)
- [www.eyde-etak.gr](http://www.eyde-etak.gr)
- [www.espa.gr](http://www.espa.gr)
- [www.antagonistikotita.gr/epanek/](http://www.antagonistikotita.gr/epanek/)
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